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A TOPOgrAPhiC ArChAeOLOgiCAL Survey 
OF The OrD PrehiSTOriC LAnDSCAPe

Lairg, north highland

by Magnar Dalland

A topographic survey of archaeological features within the scheduled area at The Ord, Lairg including a 100m buffer was carried out 
between 22nd February and 18th March 2010. The area contains a high density of archaeological monuments including Neolithic 
funerary monuments and remains of Bronze Age settlements and agriculture. Although the distribution of the major features was 
known the survey added a higher degree of accuracy and also a lot more detail to the entire area compared to previous surveys. The 
survey also identified several new features not previously recorded within the area. In total over 450 individual archaeological features 
were recorded with sub-decimetre accuracy including a burnt mound, some 35 hut circles, 14 rectangular buildings and over 300 
clearance cairns.

inTrODuCTiOn1. 

The Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) commissioned 
headland Archaeology to carry out a detailed topographic 
archaeological survey of the scheduled area around 
Ord hill, Lairgh, Sutherland (illus 1). The survey was 
commissioned to provide a more detailed map of the 
individual archaeological features in the area that could 
be used in the detailed planning for the completion of the 
all-access path on Ord hill while avoiding unnecessary 
damage to the archaeology. The survey could also be used 
by the Ferrycroft visitor Centre for future interpretation 
initiatives. 

The survey was carried out in accordance with WSi 
prepared by headland Archaeology based on a brief 
provided by FCS. it was carried out during two visits 
between 22nd February and 18th March 2010.

bACkgrOunD2. 

The Ord is a prominent hill located to the SW of Lairg 
and at the S end of Loch Shin. This is an extensive 
landscape of prehistoric sites including two chambered 
cairns, several kerbed cairns, numerous hut circles and 
widespread field systems. Most of theses sites lie within a 
scheduled area covering 55 hectares and centred on the 
Ord summit.

MeThODS3. 

The survey was carried out using Trimble r6 Differential 
global Positioning System (DgPS) with vrS-now 
technology which produces readings at sub-decimetre 

accuracy. Prior to the survey a copy of the Ordnance 
Survey 1:10000 map and site information form the 
highland SMr were uploaded onto the DgPS handset. 
in the field the survey of archaeological features were 
linked to a written description and photographs using 
unique survey point identifiers as reference. The density 
of survey points was adapted to a reproduction of the 
survey at 1:250. 

initially all features were photographed, but as many of 
these were not very informative as it in most cases was 
impossible to make out the feature on the picture, only the 
larger and more photogenic features were photographed. 
Many of the hut circles were only clearly visible close up, 
in some of these cases panoramic pictures were created 
by stitching together several overlapping photographs. in 
other cases duplicate photographs were taken from slightly 
different viewpoint to create stereo images of features. 

The entire scheduled area was surveyed covered by the 
survey includes the area as well as a 100m wide buffer zone 
(illus 1).

The result of the survey is shown on illus 2. Due to the 
large area surveyed and the density of features, the survey 
has also been reproduced on 23 separate tiles at 1:500. The 
layout of the tiles is shown on illus 2. 

reSuLTS4. 

in total over 450 individual archaeological features were 
recorded during the survey including 35 hut circles, 14 
rectangular buildings, two chambered cairns, four kerbed 
cairns, one defended homestead, and a burnt mound. 
extensive areas of prehistoric cultivations remains were 
recorded including numerous banks, lynchets and over 
300 clearance cairns. A number of these features had 
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been recorded previously. however, some 14 rectangular 
buildings were noted, possibly shielings that had 
previously not been reported. A number of small hollows 
were also noted, these are believed to have been created 
during Second World War defence exercises.

The archaeological features have been divided into 
17 sites partly based on the existing SMr sites, partly on 
local topography. The site gazetteer has been entered into 
database compliant with FCS own database and is also 
reproduced in Appendix 1.

The main objective of this survey was to create an 
accurate plan of the sites within the survey area. As this 
plan was to be used for routing an access path through 
the area, the survey data have been drawn up in illustrator 
with a view to be reproduced as hachure plans at a scale 
of 1:500 in the area that lies within 100m of the existing 
and planned paths. Outwith this area the survey has been 
reproduced at outlines only.

4.1 Damage

There was very little active damage to the sites within the 
area. The mid 20th century track leading up to the Tv 
mast at the summit had clearly cut through and damaged 
a number of features, but the scars from this damage were 
stable with no sign of active erosion. 

The visibility of features varied over the site. The north 
sides of The Ord were covered in deep heather which made 
it impossible to recognise slight archaeological features. 
The field system on the east side of The Ord was mainly 
identified within areas of improved pasture with little or 
no cover of heather. The survey was carried out at a very 
favourable time of the year with regards to the bracken 
coverage. heavy snow had flattened most of the dead 
stems from last year, which made sites easier to recognise. 
The main areas affected by bracken were within improved 
pastures on the south side of The Ord. it appeared as if the 
bracken was on a steady increase within these areas.

DiSCuSSiOn5. 

The survey has produced an accurate detailed record of 
all visible sites within the survey area. it has highlighted 
minor inaccuracies in the location of some of the hut 
circles on the current 1:10000 OS map but the most 
significant result of the survey was the mapping of 
sometimes fragmented prehistoric banks that outline an 
extensive sub-rectangular field system on the east flank of 
The Ord and to some degree in the area south of the Ord 
summit. in some cases there appear to be a correlation 
between the line of banks and the extent of cairn fields. 
The survey has also identified a number of possible 
shielings that probably dates from the late prehistoric or 
medieval period. 

One of the reasons that the archaeology is so well 
preserved around the Ord is that it has not been affected 
by later agriculture. There are a number of post-medieval 

enclosures on the south facing slopes of The Ord, but these 
seem to only have minor impact on the prehistoric sites, 
as demonstrated by the fact that a hut circle (Site hA11.6) 
still survives within the middle of one of these enclosures. 

reCOMMenDATiOnS6. 

The difference in visibility of archaeological sites is very 
marked between the north and south side of The Ord 
due to the deep heather. Despite the deep heather a large 
number of cairns and hut circles have been recorded to 
the north of the summit. Some of these might have been 
first recorded while the heather was still being managed 
through regular muir-burns. however there is no doubt 
that if the heather had been kept down in this area through 
regular burning an even more detailed picture of the 
prehistoric archaeological landscape would emerge. On 
the other side of The Ord bracken appears to be the main 
problem. Some of the areas of improved pasture is still 
being used for grazing and the visibility of sites were very 
good when covered in grass, however the eradication of 
bracken (that seems to favour archaeological sites) would 
create a clearly visible archaeological landscape through 
all seasons. 
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APPenDiCeS

Appendix 1 – Site Gazetteer

Site no: hA1.1 hut circle

NGR: 257183, 906132

Canmore no: 5026

SMR no: Mhg33725 Scheduled

hut circle, 10m in internal diameter, the walls are spread to 2.5m wide and 0.3m high. entrance 
gap to Se. The monument is covered in deep heather.

Site no: hA1.2 hut circle

NGR: 257265, 906080

Canmore no: 5026

SMR no: Mhg33726 Scheduled

hut circle, 10m in internal diameters, dished interior. The walls are spread to 2.5m wide and 
0.4m high. entrance gap to Se. The monument is covered in deep heather.

Site no: hA1.3 hut circle

NGR: 257256, 906053

Canmore no: 5026

SMR no: Mhg33727 Scheduled

hut circle, 8.5m in internal diameters, dished interior. Defined by curving wall to the nW 
spread to 2m wide and 0.3m high. ill defined on the Se side. The monument is covered in deep 
heather.

Site no: hA1.4 Clearance cairn

NGR: 257256, 906108

Canmore no: 5026

SMR no: Mhg41716 Scheduled

Clearance cairn, 4m in diameter, 0.8m high. erosion scar on n side. The cairn is covered in deep 
heather.

n/A

Site no: hA1.5 Lynchet

NGR: 257250, 906128

Canmore no: 5026

SMR no: Mhg41706 Scheduled

Curving lynchet along the nW edge of level ground. Approximately 0.5m high and 45m long. 
Covered in deep heather.
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Site no: hA2.1 hut circle

NGR: 257346, 905956

Canmore no: 5058

SMR no: Mhg9471 Scheduled

A hut circle, covered by thick heather is situated on the n edge of a small plateau. internally it 
measures 11m Se-nW by 10m with the entrance in Se. The wall is best preserved to the nW 
where it is spread to 2.5m wide and 0.4m high.

Site no: hA2.2 Clearance cairn

NGR: 257343, 905995

Canmore no: 5058

SMR no: Mhg9471 Scheduled

Oval, 5,5m by 6.5m, 0.5m high. The cairn is covered in deep heather.

Site no: hA3.1 hut circle

NGR: 257775, 905975

Canmore no: 5027

SMR no: Mhg33750 Scheduled

The hut is situated on a small rise and measures 7m in internal diameter. it is covered in deep 
heather. The e half of the wall survives continuously, spread to 3m wide and 0.3m high. Some 
stones on the W side indicate the course of the wall here. The entrance is not clearly visible. 

Site no: hA3.2 hut circle

NGR: 257739, 905879

Canmore no: 5027

SMR no: Mhg11979 Scheduled

The hut lies on a dry shelf bounded by marshy ground, on the lower ne slopes of The Ord. it 
measures 8m internal diameter within walls spread to 3m, widening to 5m at the entrance in Se 
arc. 

Site no: hA3.3 Field system

NGR: 257740, 905920

Canmore no: 5027

SMR no: Mhg40492 Scheduled

A field system comprising nine clearance cairns and lynchets is located between the two hut 
circles on the lower ne slopes of The Ord. The cairns are covered in heather. They measure from 
4.5m to 11m across and are up to 1.2m high. 
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n/A

Site no: hA3.4 Fox hole

NGR: 257709, 905931

Canmore no: –

SMR no:  -

A steep sided rectangular pit measuring 1.5m by 2m and 0.5m deep. The well-preserved steep 
sides indicate that the feature is fairly recent, probably a Second World War exercise firing 
position.

Site no: hA4.1 hut circle

NGR: 257209, 905874

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33728 Scheduled

A hut circle, covered by thick heather is situated on a small rise on the lower nW facing slopes 
of the Ord. internally it measures 8.5m in diameter with the entrance in Se. The walls are spread 
to 3m wide and 0.4m high.

n/A

Site no: hA4.2 Clearance cairns

NGR: 257200, 905870

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A group of seven clearance cairns are situated within 70m to the ne and SW of hut circle 
hA4.1. The cairns are from 3.5m to 8m in diameter and are up to 0.8m high. They are all 
covered in deep heather.

Site no: hA5.1 hut circle

NGR: 257405, 905838

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33729 Scheduled

A hut circle, covered by deep heather is situated at the edge of a small shelf in the n facing 
slopes of The Ord. it measures 6m by 8m internally, and is defined by stony banks that are spread 
to 2.5m wide and 0.4m high.

Site no: hA5.2 hut circle

NGR: 257211, 905714

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33731 Scheduled

A hut circle, covered by deep heather is situated on a low platform on the lower nW facing 
slopes of The Ord. internally it measures 11.5m by 13,5m with the entrance in Se. The walls are 
spread to 1.5m wide and 0.3m high. There is some damage to the walls on the W side.
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Site no: hA5.3 hut circle

NGR: 257244, 905706

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33732 Scheduled

remains of a second hut circle are situated 25m to 
the e of hut circle hA5.2. it is defined by a curving 
bank 1.2m wide by 0.3m high, with exposed stony 
areas at either end that encloses the e side of an 
oval dished area measuring 5.5m by 8.5m. 

Site no: hA5.4 Sub-rectangular building

NGR: 257303, 905696

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Possible sub-rectangular building covered in deep heather. it appears as a sub-rectangular mound, 
6.5m by 10m and 0.8m high, with a rectangular depression in the middle 1.5m by 4.5m and 
0.3m deep. The walls appear to be made from turf and stone. no clear entrance.

Site no: hA5.5 Sub-rectangular building

NGR: 257310, 905752

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Possible sub-rectangular building covered in deep heather. it appears as an oval mound, 7m by 
12m and 0.6m high, with a C-shaped hollow 2.5m by 6m open to the W indicating a possible 
entrance. The walls appear to be made from turf and stone. 

Site no: hA5.6 Sub-rectangular building

NGR: 257367, 905762

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Possible sub-rectangular building covered in deep heather. it appears as an oval mound, 6.5m by 
8m and 0.5m high. The top of stone wall are partly visible in the middle defining the remains of 
two compartments 1.5m by 1m and 2m long internally. 

Site no: hA5.7 Sub-rectangular building

NGR: 257413, 905761

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Possible sub-rectangular building covered in deep heather. it appears as a sub-rectangular mound, 
4.5m by 7.5m and 0.4m high, with a rectangular depression in the middle 1.5m by 3m and 0.3m 
deep. The walls appear to be made from turf and stone. no clear entrance. 
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Site no: hA5.8 hut circle

NGR: 257347, 905731

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33730 Scheduled

hut circle covered by deep heather is located on 
the upper n facing slopes of The Ord. it measures 
11m by 12.5m internally and is defined by low 
walls spread to 2m wide and 0.3m high. A 1.2m 
wide gap to the Se indicates the location of the 
entrance.

Site no: hA5.9 hut circle

NGR: 257371, 905717

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33733 Scheduled

A small hut circle is situated 20m to the Se of hut circle hA5.8. it is defined by a curving bank 
1 to 2m wide by 0.3m high, with a gap indicating the entrance to the e. The structure measures 
5m in diameter internally and is covered in heather.

Site no: hA5.10 hut circle

NGR: 257381, 905706

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33734 Scheduled

A small hut circle is situated 10m to the Se of hut circle hA5.8. it is defined by a curving bank 
1.5m wide by 0.4m high, with a gap indicating the entrance facing hA20 to the nW. The 
structure measures 7.5m by 8.5m internally and is covered in heather.

Site no: hA5.11 Circular structure

NGR: 257357, 905697

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A circular structure covered in heather and bracken is situated on the east side of the track 
leading up to the Ord summit. it measures 2m in diameter internally and is defined by a 2m 
wide stony bank up to 0.4m high. There is a gap in the bank to the Se possibly indicating an 
entrance. The feature has the appearance of a hut circle, but the small size might suggest that it is 
a small shielding hut, or possibly a cairn with a robbed out middle.
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Site no: hA5.12 Possible hut circle

NGR: 257469, 905610

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Circular feature covered in heather and bracken measuring 7m externally. it is defined to the Se 
by a curving bank spread to 1.5m wide and 0.5m high. The interior is sloping down towards the 
ne.

Site no: hA5.13 Field system

NGR: 257380, 905750

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg40491 Scheduled

A field system comprising around 90 clearance cairns, as well as several banks and lynchets is 
located on the n facing slopes of The Ord. The cairns measure between 2,5m and 10m across 
and are up to 1.2m high. Some of the larger cairns may contain burials as the deep heather could 
obscure kerb-stones. Several of the cairns had hollows in the middle and a number of small 
hollows were noted in the ground. These may be associated with Second World War exercise 
firing positions.

Site no: hA6 burnt mound

NGR: 257562, 905722

Canmore no: 5056

SMR no: Mhg9469 Scheduled

A burnt mound is located on the ne facing slope of The Ord. it measures 18m nW to Se, is 
17m wide and 2.5m high. it is situated on the Se side of a small stream. There are three marked 
hollows aligned along the middle of the mound. A smaller mound some 7m in diameter and 
with a hollow in the middle is situated on the opposite side of the stream.

Site no: hA7.1 Possible hut circle

NGR: 257589, 905527

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Circular feature covered in heather and bracken measuring 6.5m externally. it is defined to the 
nW by a curving bank spread to 1.5m wide and 0.4m high. There is a wide gap towards the Se.

Site no: hA7.2 Sub-rectangular building

NGR: 257732, 905620

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A sub-rectangular stone-built structure covered in grass and bracken is located at the foot 
of the e facing slopes of The Ord. it measures 3m by 6m with the interior divided into two 
compartments. The walls are up to 0.4m high. 
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Site no: hA7.3 Field system

NGR: 257650, 905600

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg40491 Scheduled

A field system comprising 57 clearance cairns and 11 banks is located at the lower e facing 
slopes of The Ord. Most of the area is covered in deep heather, except for the Se quarter of the 
site which comprises improved pasture. The cairns measure from 2.5m to 7.5m across and are 
from 0.2m to1m high. eight of the banks are fairly short segments, 4m to 24m long all located 
within the deep heather. Three longer bank segments 75m to 85m long are located within the S 
half of the site. One of these is aligned down slope, the other two run roughly across the hillside. 
The two longer banks to the north appear to confine an area containing 48 cairns.

Site no: hA8.1 hut circle

NGR: 257100, 905453

Canmore no: 5057

SMR no: Mhg33749 Scheduled

A hut circle, covered by deep heather is situated on the lower SW facing slopes of The Ord. 
internally it measures 7m by 9.5m with the entrance in Se. The wall is generally spread to 2m 
wide and 0.4m high but widening at the entrance.

Site no: hA8.2 hut circle

NGR: 257120, 905429

Canmore no: 5057

SMR no: Mhg9470 Scheduled

Poorly preserved hut circle in deep heather located 20m to the Se of hA8.1. it survives as a 
sub-circular platform 8m by 9m internally defined upslope to the ne by a segment of the wall 
spread to 2m wide and 0.4m high. 

n/A

Site no: hA9 Cairns

NGR: 257220, 905370

Canmore no: 5057

SMR no: Scheduled

A group of seven clearance cairn is situated 75m to the SW of hut circle hA8.2. The cairns are 
from 2m to 5m in diameter and are up to 0.6m high. They are all covered in heather.

Site no: hA10.1 Chambered cairn

NGR: 257330, 905605

Canmore no: 4984

SMR no: Mhg11983 Scheduled

Chambered cairn ‘The Ord north’ located 50m to the nW of The Ord summit. it measures 
some 39m in diameter and is over 3m high. A passage leads into a central chamber from the Se. 
The cairn was partly excavated in 1967. After excavation the cairn material was replaced
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Site no: hA10.2 Chambered cairn

NGR: 257401, 905578

Canmore no: 4985

SMR no: Mhg9307 Scheduled

The remains of a second chambered cairn is situated on the summit of The Ord. The cairn 
material has been removed which make its edge unclear but the diameter is estimated to have 
been around 20m. A few orthostats indicate the outline of the chamber. There is a shallow 
hollow in the ground to the S of the chamber that is 3.5m in diameter.

n/A

Site no: hA10.3 rectangular building

NGR: 257449, 905591

Canmore no: –

SMR no: Scheduled

A possible rectangular building is located on the upper ne facing slopes of The Ord. The n 
half of a possible rectangular enclosure is defined by a stony bank down slope and to the west 
forming a right angle. At the Se side of the enclosure is a possible small rectangular building that 
measures some 3m by 5m externally. The site is covered in heather and bracken.

Site no: hA10.4 kerbed cairn

NGR: 257423, 905541

Canmore no: 4987

SMR no: Mhg11985 Scheduled

A well preserved grass-covered round cairn 8.5m in diameter and 1m high. The edge of the 
cairn is defined by large, contiguous stones set point upwards and flat face outwards. There is a 
slight depression, 2m long by 1.5m by 0.25m deep at the top of the cairn. 

Site no: hA10.5 hut circle

NGR: 257437, 905544

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33735 Scheduled

A hut circle is situated some 50m to the Se of The Ord summit. it measures 7m in internal 
diameter and is defined by stony banks spread to 2m wide and 0.4m high. The entrance is to the 
Se. The structure is covered in grass and bracken.

Site no: hA10.6 hut circle

NGR: 257504, 905529

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33736 Scheduled

A hut circle is situated on a prominent knoll some 120m to the Se of The Ord summit. it 
measures 11m by 13m internally and is defined by stony banks spread to 2.5m wide and up to 
0.6m high. The entrance is in the Se quadrant marked by one of three gaps in the wall in this 
region. The structure is largely covered in heather.
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Site no: hA10.7 Possible kerbed cairn

NGR: 257265, 905568

Canmore no: 4982

SMR no: Mhg11981 Scheduled

A circular, grass-covered cairn 9.5m in diameter and 0.9m high. There is a number of stones 
along the edge of the cairn that may be remains of an original stone kerb around the cairn. 
There is a small rectangular depression at the top 0.5m by 1m and 0.2m deep, probably the result 
of a small excavation. The cairn is situated in a small cairn field but differs from the other cairn 
by its shape and position. 

Site no: hA10.8 Possible hut circle

NGR: 257382, 905495

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A possible hut circle indicated by a well defined flat based hollow enclosed by ill-defined stony 
banks spread to 2m wide and 0.25m high, best preserved to the W. Covered in grass and bracken.

Site no: hA10.9 enclosure

NGR: 257483, 905512

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

An oval enclosure aligned n to S measuring 7m by 11m internally. The feature is defined by low 
stony banks spread to 3m wide and 0.3m high. Covered in grass and bracken.

Site no: hA10.10 Cairn

NGR: 257536, 905466

Canmore no: 4991

SMR no: Mhg33737 Scheduled

Cairn with marked hollow in the middle. it measures 11m in diameter and is 0.7m high. no 
kerb is visible. Covered in grass and bracken.

Site no: hA10.11 kerbed cairn

NGR: 257548, 905467

Canmore no: 4991

SMR no: Mhg33738 Scheduled

A round cairn 6m in diameter and 1m high. Along the edge of the cairn is a kerb of upright 
boulders, some contiguous, some displaced. Covered in grass, heather and bracken.
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Site no: hA10.12 Field system

NGR: 257400, 905500

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg40491 Scheduled

A field system comprising 31 clearance cairns, two large enclosures, banks, lynchets and areas of 
rig is located on the upper S facing slopes of The Ord. The area is covered grass with patches 
of bracken and areas of heather. A large enclosure is located at the W end of the site defined by 
a well-preserved stone and turf bank that encloses 1.15 ha. Within the n half of the enclosure 
are 8 large clearance cairns up to 11m across and 1m high. To the n is an area of rig 2.2m wide 
aligned e to W. A patch of narrower rig aligned n to S was lies just outside the enclosure to 
the ne. A smaller enclosure covering 0.46 ha abuts the outside to the Se. Although apparently 
later the bank is less preserved. Abutting the smaller enclosure to the n is a lesser preserved bank 
running down slope. A second ill-preserved bank runs roughly parallel 50m to the e. These 
banks together with 6 smaller bank segments, and a series of lynchets are likely to be remains 
of an older field system. A second area of rig 3m wide is situated a gentle Se facing slope some 
70m from The Ord summit.

Site no: hA11.1 hut circle

NGR: 257460, 905355

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33739 Scheduled

hut circle covered by heather and bracken is 
located on S facing slopes of The Ord. i measures 
9.5m internally and is defined by low walls spread 
to 2.5m wide and 0.3m high. A gap to the S 
indicates the location of the entrance.

Site no: hA11.2 hut circle

NGR: 257500, 905424

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A possible hut circle covered in heather, grass and bracken. The interior is elevated from the 
surrounding ground and measures 9.5m in diameter. The walls are spread to 3m wide and up 
to 0.7m high from the outside. entrance to the e. A couple of large cairns lie to the e of the 
structure. 

Site no: hA11.3 hut circle

NGR: 257538, 905415

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33740 Scheduled

A possible hut circle measuring 10.5m e to W by 7m defined by stony wall spread to 2m wide 
and up to 0.5m high. Several upright stones are visible along the outer W wall. The entrance is to 
the S leading out to a sub-rectangular platform 4m by 8m confined to the W by a short wall.
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n/A

Site no: hA11.4 rectangular building

NGR: 257630, 905394

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A possible small rectangular building covered in heather and bracken. it measures 3m by 4m 
externally and has a sub-rectangular hollow in the middle.

Site no: hA11.5 rectangular building

NGR: 257637, 905345

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

remains of a rectangular building covered in bracken are situated on a gentle Se facing slope. 
it measures 4m by 13m externally and is divided into two rooms measuring 1.6m by 3.2m and 
1.7m by 4.9m. The stone walls are 0.3m high and spread to 0.8m to 1.7m wide. There is no clear 
indication of any entrances. 

Site no:
hA11.6 hut circle, bank, 
buildings

NGR: 257584, 905306

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33741 Scheduled

hut circle located within a large sub-rectangular 
enclosure on the Se facing slopes of The Ord. it is 
defined by stony banks spread to 2.5m wide and 
up to 0.6m high. A later bank runs ene to WSW 
and over the wall at the S side of the hut circle. The 
bank extends beyond the hut circle on both sides 
and can be traced for 29m. built up against the 
bank and the inner Se wall of the hut circle are two 
rectangular buildings 2m apart 2m wide by 3.5m 
and 4.5m long defined by stony banks 0.3m high 
and 1m to1.5m wide.

Site no: hA11.7 Fox holes

NGR: 257620, 905235

Canmore no: –

SMR no: Scheduled

A series of five identical features are situated in a line 6m to 10m apart. The comprise a sub 
rectangular hollow 1m by 2m and up to 0.3m deep next to a small mound up to 0.5m high, 
presumably made from the spoil created when digging the hole. The feature appears to be 
defensive firing position made for one person. The positions were facing e and Se.
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Site no: hA11.8 hut circle

NGR: 257752, 905279

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33742 Scheduled

An ill-preserved hut circle defined by a curving bank of varying height and width. The projected 
outline indicates a size of 9m by 10.5m internally. The feature is covered in grass and heather.

Site no: hA11.9 Shielings

NGR: 257790, 905231

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

Two small sub rectangular buildings are situated next to each other just e of the homestead 
(hA11.10). They are defined by turf banks 0.3m high and spread to 1.5m wide. The structures 
measure 1.3m by 3m and 1.5m by 2.5m internally and are both are partly covered in bracken.

Site no: hA11.10 Defended homestead

NGR: 257761, 905214

Canmore no: 5008

SMR no: Mhg12002 Scheduled

Located on a ridge extending Se from summit of The Ord is a circular defended homestead 
comprising a platform 38m diameter within a ditch, 1.8m deep and outer bank. The ditch and 
bank are breached in SW arc by a causeway and gap. Central to the platform is a circular bank of 
earth and stones measuring 19.5m overall diameter, 0.5m high, and 3m wide with a gap in SW 
corresponding to the causeway over the ditch. The interior of enclosure is level and stone-free 
and higher than platform outside. A ruinous enclosure wall (hA 11.12) crosses bank and ditch in 
ne and SW, and overlies the nW arc of the central enclosure, which it post-dates. 

Site no: hA11.11 hollows

NGR: 257747, 905183

Canmore no: –

SMR no: Scheduled

Two shallow hollows are situated on grassy ground just Se of the homestead (hA11.10). They 
are both 2.7m in diameter and 0.2m deep. The hollow to the W has is surrounded by a low 
bank 1.5m wide and up to 0.3m high. Possibly impact craters from Second World War live firing 
exercises?
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Site no: hA11.12 Field system

NGR: 257600, 905300

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg40491 Scheduled

A field system comprising 20 clearance cairns, two large enclosures as well as banks, lynchets and 
areas of rig is located on the lower S facing slopes of The Ord. The area is partly grassy but large 
areas of bracken and heather. A large sub-rectangular enclosure 280m long and up to 100m wide 
dominates the site. it is defined by a well-preserved stone and turf bank up to 0.7m high that 
encloses 2.5 hectares. Within the n end of the enclosure are 5 clearance cairn up to 6m across 
and 9m high. The south end of is covered by an extensive area of rig 3.5m wide aligned Se to 
nW, parallel with the sides of the enclosure. A smaller enclosure covering 1.07 hectares abuts the 
larger enclosure to the Se. This annexe contains two cairns to the e and traces of rig to the n. 
To the n of the larger enclosure are number of lynchets, banks and a few large clearance cairns 
up to 13m across and 1.6m high.

Site no: hA12.1 hut circle

NGR: 257448, 905180

Canmore no: 5028

SMR no: Mhg11851 Scheduled

A hut circle is located on a low rise surrounded by wet ground at the foot of the S facing slopes 
of The Ord. it is oval measuring internally 13m nW-Se by 10m transversely within a wall 
spread to 2m and 0.4m high. The structure is covered in deep heather.

Site no: hA12.2 Field system

NGR: 257470, 905170

Canmore no: 5028

SMR no: Mhg11851 Scheduled

eight clearance cairns are situated within 60m to the ne and SW of hut circle hA12.1. The 
cairns are from 2.5m to 6.5m in diameter and are up to 0.5m high. They are all covered in deep 
heather. A circular hollow of unknown nature, 3m in diameter and 0.6m deep was recorded 
some 20m to the n of the hut circle.

Site no: hA13 hollows

NGR: 257650, 905110

Canmore no: –

SMR no: –

Three marked hollows are situated on dry ground at the foot of the S facing slopes of The Ord. 
They are all around 2.5m in diameter and 0.3m to 0.4m deep. The all lie on a line 54m and 65m 
apart. The look similar to the two hollows at Site hA11.11 and may be impact craters. A small 
cairn 3m in diameter and 0.4m high lies at the W end of the site.
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Site no: hA14.1 hut circle

NGR: 257723, 905344

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33748 Scheduled

A hut circle is located on the edge of an e facing shelf on the e side of The Ord. it measure 
9.5m by 11m internally and is defined by low stony banks spread to 2.2m wide and 0.2m high. 
The entrance is outlined by a 1.5m wide gap to the S. The hut circle lies in an area of improve 
pasture.

Site no: hA14.2 hut circle

NGR: 257830, 905407

Canmore no: –

SMR no: –

A hut circle is located on the edge of a shelf on the 
lower e facing slopes of The Ord. it measure 8m 
by 10m internally and is defined by stony banks 
spread to 2.5m wide and 0.4m high. The entrance 
is outlined by a 1.5m wide gap to the Se. The hut 
circle is partly covered in bracken.

Site no: hA14.3 Field system

NGR: 257800, 905350

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg40491 Scheduled

A field system comprising 19 clearance cairns as well as several banks is located on the lower e 
facing slopes of The Ord. A large part of this area is improved pasture which makes even slight 
and ill-defined feature visible. Five sinuous stone banks between 78m and 140m long are aligned 
along and down slope indicating the outline of two sub-rectangular plots measuring some 75m 
by 150m. With the exception of three outliers all cairns lie concentrated in a group to the n of 
hut circle hA14.1. These cairns measure from 3.5m to 8.5m across and are up to 0.8m high. The 
upper n to S aligned bank appears to define the lower e limit of these cairns.

Site no: hA15.1 rectangular building

NGR: 257832, 905186

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A rectangular building aligned Se to ne is situated at the n corner of a small rectangular 
enclosure. The building measures 4m by 8m externally and is outlined by stone walls 1.2m wide 
and 0.3m high. The building is divided into two rooms, the smaller to the nW has an entrance 
in the S corner, the larger room to the Se has the entrance in the Se end wall. The enclosure 
bank is spread up to 4m wide and up to 0.5m high. The enclosure is open to the ne to the e of 
the building. The walls and banks of the structures are covered in bracken.
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Site no: hA15.2 hut circle

NGR: 257858, 905175

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33743 Scheduled

A hut circle visible as a low platform, outlined by low fragmented banks spread to 2m wide and 
0.2m high. it measures 9m by 10.5m internally. grass covered with patches of bracken growing 
on the walls.

Site no: hA15.3 hut circle

NGR: 257849, 905130

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A possible hut circle is located on a gentle S facing slope. it measures 5m in diameter internally 
and is outlined by a circular dished interior enclosed by low fragmented banks spread to 2.5m 
wide and 0.2m high. A low mound is situated on the n side. grass covered.

Site no: hA15.4 rectangular building

NGR: 257908, 905146

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977 Scheduled

A possible rectangular building defined as a rectangular platform 5m by 11m externally and 
0.6m high with a 2m by 4m depression in the S half. Partly covered in bracken.

Site no: hA15.5 hut circle

NGR: 257926, 905138

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33744 Scheduled

A hut circle partly covered in bracken. it measures 12.5m by 15m internally and is outlined by 
stony banks spread up to 2.5m wide and 0.5m high. There is cairn on the W side and a fence 
runs across its middle.

Site no: hA15.6 hut circle

NGR: 257909, 905099

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg33745 Scheduled

A hut circle covered in bracken. it measures 13m by 15m internally and is outlined by stony 
banks spread up to 3m wide and 0.5m high. A rectangular structure has been inserted into the e 
side of the hut circle up against the inside of the wall. it is aligned ne to SW and measures 1.6m 
by 2.5m internally inside stone walls 1m wide and 0.5m high. 
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Site no: hA15.7 hut circle

NGR: 257980, 905096

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg11977

A possible ill-defined hut circle outlined by a circular dished interior 11m in diameter enclosed 
by several stones and low fragmented banks spread to 2.5m wide and 0.2m high. Covered in 
grass and patches of bracken.

Site no: hA15.8 Field system

NGR: 257900, 905150

Canmore no: 4981

SMR no: Mhg40491 Scheduled

A field system comprising 38 clearance cairns and a bank segment is located on a low ridge on 
the lower e facing slopes of The Ord. The area comprises improved pasture which makes even 
slight and ill-defined feature visible. The cairns are confined within an oval area 90m wide by 
160m. The cairns vary in size from 2.5m in diameter and 0.2m high to 9.5m across and up to 
1.4m high. A 70m long bank segment along the ne side of the ridge defines the n extent of the 
cairn group. The bank may be part of a the field systems recorded further to the n (Sites hA 7.3 
and 14.3). 

Site no: hA16.1 hut circle

NGR: 258038, 905129

Canmore no: 164298

SMR no: Mhg36102

A hut circle partly covered in bracken is situated at the back of a small shelf on the lower Se 
facing slopes of The Ord. it is outlined by stony banks spread to 2m wide and up to 0.5m high. 
The entrance is to the Se.

Site no: hA16.2 hut circle

NGR: 258053, 905093

Canmore no: –

SMR no: Mhg33767

A second hut circle is situated 30m to the S of hA16.1. it is largely covered in bracken and 
outlined by stony banks 0.3m high and spread to 1.5m wide. it measures 8m by 9m internally. 
unlike most other hut circle the interior appears very uneven. A gap in the n wall may indicate 
an entrance facing the hut circle to the n.
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Site no: hA16.3 Clearance cairns

NGR: 258050, 905065

Canmore no: –

SMR no: –

A group of 9 clearance cairns are situated immediately to the S of hut circle hA16.2 confined 
within an area of 30m by 50m. The cairns measure between 3.5m and 8m across and are 0.4m to 
0.6m high. The area is largely covered in bracken.

Site no: hA17 enclosure

NGR: 257950, 905020

Canmore no: 164297

SMR no: Mhg36101

An enclosure outlined by a sinuous turf and stone bank spread to 2.5m wide and up to 0.7m 
high is located on the lower Se facing slopes of The Ord. Part of the S side of the enclosure 
has been removed by the widening of the A839 but it would originally have enclosed an area 
of just under 1 hectare. A 5m long bank segment abuts the outside of the enclosure to the ne. 
Two cairns are situated just to the S of this, a smaller one on the outside the other just inside the 
enclosure. The cairns measure 5m and 6m across and are 0.5m and 1m high.
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Appendix 2 – Digital photos register

Photo No. Filename * Exposures Facing Location (NGR) Site Details

1 TOSL10-P158.JPg 1 e 257739, 905879 3.2 hut circle

2 TOSL10-P160.JPg 1 nW 257739, 905879 3.2 hut circle

3 TOSL10-P162.JPg 1 S 257768, 905876 3.3 Cairn

4 TOSL10-P164.JPg 1 Se 257752, 905902 3.3 Cairn

5 TOSL10-P166.JPg 1 n 257762, 905913 3.3 Cairn

6 TOSL10-P168.JPg 1 Se 257776, 905923 3.3 Cairn

7 TOSL10-P170.JPg 2 n 257738, 905902 3.3 Cairn

8 TOSL10-P172.JPg 2 S 257737, 905916 3.3 Cairn

9 TOSL10-P174.JPg 1 S 257727, 905927 3.3 Cairn

10 TOSL10-P176.JPg 2 nW 257775, 905975 3.1 hut circle

11 TOSL10-P178.JPg 2 Se 257775, 905975 3.1 hut circle

12 TOSL10-P180.JPg 2 Se 257726, 905969 3.3 Cairn

13 TOSL10-P182.JPg 2 e 257708, 905965 3.3 Cairn

14 TOSL10-P184.JPg 2 e 257698, 905971 3.3 Cairn

15 TOSL10-P190.JPg 2 nW 257466, 905881 3.3 Cairn

16 TOSL10-P192.JPg 2 nW 257405, 905838 5.1 hut circle

17 TOSL10-P194.JPg 2 SW 257405, 905838 5.1 hut circle

18 TOSL10-P196.JPg 1 nW 257401, 905857 5.13 Cairn

19 TOSL10-P197.JPg 2 nW 257346, 905956 2.1 hut circle

20 TOSL10-P206.JPg 2 Se 257343, 905995 2.2 Cairn

21 TOSL10-P208.JPg 2 ne 257265, 906080 1.2 hut circle

22 TOSL10-P210.JPg 2 SW 257256, 906053 1.3 hut circle

23 TOSL10-P212.JPg 2 nW 257183, 906132 1.1 hut circle

24 TOSL10-P214.JPg 2 ne 258038, 905129 16.1 hut circle

25 TOSL10-P216.JPg 2 e 258053, 905093 16.2 hut circle

26 TOSL10-P218.JPg 1 Se 258036, 905078 16.3 Cairn

27 TOSL10-P220.JPg 2 ne 258041, 905075 16.3 Cairn

28 TOSL10-P222.JPg 3 n 258053, 905072 16.3 Cairn

29 TOSL10-P224.JPg 2 nW 258048, 905058 16.3 Cairn

30 TOSL10-P226.JPg 1 n 258041, 905053 16.3 Cairn

31 TOSL10-P228.JPg 1 ne 258053, 905053 16.3 Cairn

32 TOSL10-P230.JPg 1 ne 258072, 905064 16.3 Cairn

33 TOSL10-P232.JPg 2 ne 258073, 905079 16.3 Cairn

34 TOSL10-P234.JPg 2 e 258078, 905072 16.3 Cairn

35 TOSL10-P236.JPg 1 SW 257999, 905034 17 enc-bank

36 TOSL10-P238.JPg 1 e 258007, 905040 17 Cairn

37 TOSL10-P240.JPg 1 nW 257993, 905030 17 Cairn

38 TOSL10-P242.JPg 1 Se 257927, 905069 17 enc-bank

39 TOSL10-P244.JPg 1 S 257899, 905053 17 enc-bank

40 TOSL10-P246.JPg 2 ne 257980, 905096 15.7 hut circle
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41 TOSL10-P248.JPg 1 ne 257939, 905119 15.8 Cairn

42 TOSL10-P249.JPg 1 ne 257948, 905116 15.8 Cairn

43 TOSL10-P250.JPg 1 e 257969, 905146 15.8 Cairn

44 TOSL10-P252.JPg 1 ne 257970, 905156 15.8 Cairn

45 TOSL10-P254.JPg 1 nW 257960, 905157 15.8 Cairn

46 TOSL10-P256.JPg 1 n 257960, 905169 15.8 Cairn

47 TOSL10-P258.JPg 1 ne 257966, 905168 15.8 Cairn

48 TOSL10-P260.JPg 2 nW 257946, 905138 15.8 Cairn

49 TOSL10-P262.JPg 1 ne 257952, 905149 15.8 Cairn

50 TOSL10-P264.JPg 1 n 257951, 905160 15.8 Cairn

51 TOSL10-P266.JPg 1 ne 257944, 905164 15.8 Cairn

52 TOSL10-P268.JPg 2 ne 257947, 905175 15.8 Cairn

53 TOSL10-P270.JPg 1 nW 257932, 905171 15.8 Cairn

54 TOSL10-P271.JPg 1 W 257919, 905183 15.8 bank

55 TOSL10-P272.JPg 1 n 257937, 905149 15.8 Cairn

56 TOSL10-P274.JPg 1 ne 257926, 905138 15.5 hut circle

57 TOSL10-P276.JPg 1 n 257909, 905099 15.6 hut circle

58 TOSL10-P278.JPg 1 ne 257909, 905099 15.6 hut circle

59 TOSL10-P280.JPg 1 nW 257931, 905075 15.8 Cairn

60 TOSL10-P282.JPg 1 n 257955, 905079 15.8 Cairn

61 TOSL10-P285.JPg 2 ne 257849, 905130 15.3 hut circle

62 TOSL10-P286.JPg 2 ne 257853, 905120 15.8 Cairn

63 TOSL10-P288.JPg 1 Se 257861, 905115 15.8 Cairn

64 TOSL10-P290.JPg 2 e 257872, 905130 15.8 Cairn

65 TOSL10-P292.JPg 1 nW 257904, 905126 15.8 Cairn

66 TOSL10-P294.JPg 2 Se 257908, 905146 15.4 rectangular building

67 TOSL10-P296.JPg 2 nW 257917, 905161 15.8 Cairn

68 TOSL10-P300.JPg 1 e 257896, 905163 15.8 Cairn

69 TOSL10-P302.JPg 2 e 257901, 905170 15.8 Cairn

70 TOSL10-P304.JPg 2 e 257878, 905189 15.8 bank

71 TOSL10-P307.JPg 2 n 257858, 905214 14.3 Cairn

72 TOSL10-P308.JPg 2 e 257858, 905175 15.2 hut circle

73 TOSL10-P310.JPg 1 e 257874, 905173 15.8 Cairn

74 TOSL10-P312.JPg 2 ne 257888, 905163 15.8 Cairn

75 TOSL10-P314.JPg 2 nW 257897, 905153 15.8 Cairn

76 TOSL10-P316.JPg 2 Se 257884, 905147 15.8 Cairn

77 TOSL10-P318.JPg 2 ne 257870, 905146 15.8 Cairn

78 TOSL10-P320.JPg 2 nW 257861, 905152 15.8 Cairn

79 TOSL10-P322.JPg 2 W 257852, 905149 15.8 Cairn

80 TOSL10-P324.JPg 2 ne 257842, 905149 15.8 Cairn

81 TOSL10-P326.JPg 2 n 257847, 905167 15.8 Cairn
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82 TOSL10-P328.JPg 2 e 257836, 905166 15.8 Cairn

83 TOSL10-P330.JPg 2 n 257827, 905162 15.8 Cairn

84 TOSL10-P332.JPg 2 nW 257832, 905186 15.1 rectangular building

85 TOSL10-P333.JPg 2 nW 257832, 905186 15.1 rectangular building

86 TOSL10-P334.jpg 4 Se 257761, 905214 11.10 Composite view. Defended homestead

87 TOSL10-P336.JPg 2 e 257761, 905214 11.10 Defended homestead

88 TOSL10-P338.JPg 2 S 257761, 905214 11.10 Defended homestead

89 TOSL10-P340.JPg 2 S 257761, 905214 11.10 Defended homestead

90 TOSL10-P342.JPg 2 W 257761, 905214 11.10 Defended homestead

91 TOSL10-P344.JPg 1 Se 257761, 905214 11.10 Defended homestead

92 TOSL10-P346.JPg 2 ne 257790, 905231 11.9 Shielings

93 TOSL10-P348.JPg 2 e 257790, 905231 11.9 Shielings

94 TOSL10-P350.JPg 2 Se 257837, 905255 14.3 bank

95 TOSL10-P352.JPg 1 nW 257777, 905268 11.12 Cairn

96 TOSL10-P354.JPg 1 n 257764, 905273 11.12 Cairn

97 TOSL10-P356.JPg 1 Se 257767, 905283 11.12 enclosure

98 TOSL10-P358.JPg 1 ne 257770, 905227 11.12 enclosure

99 TOSL10-P360.JPg 2 e 257752, 905279 11.8 hut circle

100 TOSL10-P362.JPg 2 Se 257852, 905337 14.3 bank

101 TOSL10-P364.JPg 2 Se 257839, 905359 14.3 bank

102 TOSL10-P366.JPg 5 Se 257830, 905407 14.2 Composite view. hut circle

103 TOSL10-P368.JPg 2 Se 257723, 905344 14.1 hut circle

104 TOSL10-P370.JPg 2 e 257779, 905357 14.3 bank

105 TOSL10-P372.JPg 1 n 257709, 905358 14.3 Cairn

106 TOSL10-P374.JPg 1 n 257694, 905371 14.3 Cairn

107 TOSL10-P376.JPg 2 n 257694, 905387 14.3 Cairn

108 TOSL10-P378.JPg 2 Se 257702, 905387 14.3 Cairn

109 TOSL10-P380.JPg 2 ne 257712, 905391 14.3 Cairn

110 TOSL10-P382.JPg 2 nW 257718, 905382 14.3 Cairn

111 TOSL10-P384.JPg 1 nW 257724, 905373 14.3 Cairn

112 TOSL10-P386.JPg 1 W 257722, 905364 14.3 Cairn

113 TOSL10-P388.JPg 1 e 257738, 905374 14.3 bank

114 TOSL10-P390.JPg 2 n 257749, 905379 14.3 Cairn

115 TOSL10-P392.JPg 1 n 257728, 905387 14.3 Cairn

116 TOSL10-P394.JPg 1 nW 257725, 905399 14.3 Cairn

117 TOSL10-P396.JPg 2 ne 257732, 905403 14.3 Cairn

118 TOSL10-P398.JPg 2 ne 257741, 905392 14.3 Cairns

119 TOSL10-P400.JPg 1 n 257752, 905407 14.3 bank

120 TOSL10-P403.jpg 2 n 257674, 905734 7.3 Cairn

121 TOSL10-P404.jpg 1 n 257700, 905674 7.3 Cairn

122 TOSL10-P406.jpg 1 Se 257690, 905660 7.3 Cairn
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123 TOSL10-P408.jpg 1 Se 257683, 905654 7.3 Cairn

124 TOSL10-P410.jpg 2 SW 257622, 905646 7.3 Cairn

125 TOSL10-P411.jpg 2 SW 257646, 905633 7.3 Cairn

126 TOSL10-P412.jpg 1 SW 257668, 905629 7.3 Cairn

127 TOSL10-P414.jpg 1 nW 257698, 905649 7.3 Cairn

128 TOSL10-P416.jpg 2 S 257739, 905655 7.3 Cairn

129 TOSL10-P418.jpg 2 S 257745, 905649 7.3 Cairn

130 TOSL10-P420.jpg 2 nW 257729, 905668 7.3 Cairn

131 TOSL10-P422.jpg 2 nW 257734, 905692 7.3 Cairn

132 TOSL10-P600.JPg 2 nW 257330, 905605 10.1 Chambered cairn

133 TOSL10-P602.JPg 1 e 257401, 905578 10.2 Chambered cairn

134 TOSL10-P603.JPg 1 e 257401, 905578 10.2 Chambered cairn

135 TOSL10-P607.JPg 2 Se 257423, 905541 10.4 kerbed cairn

136 TOSL10-P609.JPg 2 nW 257423, 905541 10.4 kerbed cairn

137 TOSL10-P610.JPg 2 ne 257437, 905544 10.5 hut circle

138 TOSL10-P612.JPg 2 e 257504, 905529 10.6 hut circle

139 TOSL10-P613.JPg 6 nW 257504, 905529 10.6 Composite view. hut circle

140 TOSL10-P615.JPg 1 nW 257528, 905482 10.12 Lyn

141 TOSL10-P616.JPg 2 S 257483, 905512 10.9 enclosure

142 TOSL10-P618.JPg 2 Se 257536, 905466 10.10 Cairn

143 TOSL10-P620.JPg 2 SW 257548, 905467 10.11 kerbed cairn

144 TOSL10-P622.JPg 1 e 257543, 905453 10.12 Lyn

145 TOSL10-P625.JPg 2 S 257513, 905436 11.12 Cairn

146 TOSL10-P627.JPg 2 SW 257500, 905424 11.2 hut circle

147 TOSL10-P629.JPg 2 nW 257503, 905439 11.12 Cairn

148 TOSL10-P631.JPg 2 n 257528, 905413 11.12 bank

149 TOSL10-P633.JPg 2 e 257528, 905413 11.12 Cairn

150 TOSL10-P635.JPg 2 S 257538, 905415 11.3 hut circle

151 TOSL10-P637.JPg 5 ne 257460, 905355 11.1 Composite view. hut circle

152 TOSL10-P638.JPg 3 n 257460, 905355 11.1 Composite view. Middle of hut circle

153 TOSL10-P640.JPg 2 S 257370, 905525 10.12 bank

154 TOSL10-P642.JPg 2 SW 257424, 905520 10.12 bank

155 TOSL10-P644.JPg 2 SW 257413, 905487 10.12 bank

156 TOSL10-P646.JPg 2 SW 257382, 905495 10.8 Possible hut circle

157 TOSL10-P647.JPg 2 W 257491, 905476 10.12 Cultivation plot

158 TOSL10-P648.JPg 2 Se 257599, 905415 11.12 Cairns

159 TOSL10-P650.JPg 2 nW 257637, 905345 11.5 rectangular building

160 TOSL10-P652.JPg 2 W 257741, 905182 11.11 West hollow

161 TOSL10-P654.JPg 2 ne 257753, 905184 11.11 east hollow

162 TOSL10-P656.JPg 2 nW 257712, 905115 13 east hollow

163 TOSL10-P658.JPg 2 ne 257642, 905110 13 Middle hollow
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164 TOSL10-P660.JPg 2 nW 257642, 905110 13 West hollow

165 TOSL10-P662.JPg 2 S 257496, 905133 12.2 bank

166 TOSL10-P665.JPg 2 Se 257448, 905180 12.1 hut circle

167 TOSL10-P667.JPg 2 Se 257448, 905180 12.2 hollow

168 TOSL10-P670.JPg 2 Se 257581, 905214 11.12 enclosure bank

169 TOSL10-P672.JPg 2 SW 257635, 905245 11.12 bank

170 TOSL10-P674.JPg 2 SW 257627, 905236 11.7 Foxhole

171 TOSL10-P676.JPg 5 ne 257584, 905306 11.6 Composite view. hut circle with later 
buildings

172 TOSL10-P678.JPg 2 S 257584, 905306 11.6 West building

173 TOSL10-P680.JPg 2 Se 257584, 905306 11.6 east building

174 TOSL10-P683.JPg 1 S 257320, 905719 5.13 bank

175 TOSL10-P685.JPg 2 ne 257311, 905720 5.13 Cairn

176 TOSL10-P687.JPg 1 nW 257310, 905741 5.13 bank

177 TOSL10-P688.JPg 1 e 257310, 905752 5.5 Sub-rectangular building

178 TOSL10-P689.JPg 4 nW 257347, 905731 5.8 Composite view. hut circle

179 TOSL10-P733.JPg 2 e 257697, 905401 14.3 Cairn

180 TOSL10-P793.JPg 2 n 257562, 905722 6 burnt mound

181 TOSL10-P794.JPg 2 n 257562, 905722 6 burnt mound

182 TOSL10-P795.JPg 1 e 257562, 905722 6 burnt mound

183 TOSL10-P796.JPg 2 e 257462, 905675 5.13 Cairn

184 TOSL10-P797.JPg 2 e 257462, 905675 5.13 Cairn

185 TOSL10-P798.JPg 2 ne 257469, 905610 5.12 Possible hut circle

186 TOSL10-P799.JPg 1 n 257332, 905417 10.12 enc-bank

187 TOSL10-P800.JPg 1 n 257328, 905441 10.12 enc-bank

188 TOSL10-P801.JPg 1 Se 257371, 905454 10.12 Lyn

189 TOSL10-P802.JPg 1 e 257291, 905456 10.12 enc-bank

190 TOSL10-P803.JPg 1 n 257251, 905572 10.12 enc-bank

191 TOSL10-P804.JPg 1 e 257304, 905588 10.12 enc-bank

192 TOSL10-P805.JPg 2 W 257323, 905519 10.12 Cairn

193 TOSL10-P806.JPg 1 ne 257306, 905529 10.12 Cairn

194 TOSL10-P807.JPg 1 n 257286, 905537 10.12 Cairn

195 TOSL10-P808.JPg 1 W 257265, 905568 10.7 Possible kerbed cairn

196 TOSL10-P809.JPg 1 ne 257313, 905552 10.12 Cairn

197 TOSL10-P810.JPg 1 ne 257328, 905546 10.12 Cairn

198 TOSL10-P811.JPg 2 Se 257328, 905568 10.12 bank

199 TOSL10-P813.JPg 2 nW 257211, 905714 5.2 hut circle

200 TOSL10-P814.JPg 1 ne 257303, 905696 5.4 Sub-rectangular building

201 TOSL10-P815.JPg 5 W 257211, 905714 5.2 Composite view. hut circle

202 TOSL10-P816.JPg 5 Se 257244, 905706 5.3 Composite view. hut circle

203 TOSL10-P818.JPg 1 nW 257338, 905773 5.13 Cairn
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204 TOSL10-P819.JPg 5 W 257367, 905762 5.6 Sub-rectangular building

205 TOSL10-P820.JPg 2 S 257413, 905761 5.7 Sub-rectangular building

206 TOSL10-P822.JPg 2 ne 257209, 905874 4.1 hut circle

207 TOSL10-P823.JPg 2 W 257300, 905550 10.12 Cairns at n end of enclosure

208 TOSL10-P825.JPg 2 nW 257183, 906132 1.1 hut circle

209 TOSL10-P826.JPg 1 S 257257, 906108 1.4 Cairn

210 TOSL10-P827.JPg 2 SW 257100, 905453 8.1 hut circle

211 TOSL10-P828.JPg 2 nW 257120, 905429 8.2 hut circle

212 TOSL10-P832.JPg 2 n 257589, 905527 7.1 Possible hut circle

213 TOSL10-P833.JPg 2 ne 257555, 905623 7.3 Cairn

214 TOSL10-P834.JPg 2 Se 257371, 905717 5.9 hut circle

215 TOSL10-P836.JPg 2 Se 257381, 905706 5.10 hut circle

216 TOSL10-P838.JPg 2 ne 257357, 905697 5.11 Circular structure

217 TOSL10-P839.JPg 1 ne 257683, 905549 7.3 bank

218 TOSL10-P840.JPg 2 e 257732, 905620 7.2 Sub-rectangular building

219 TOSL10-P841.JPg 1 n – – Composite view of the n-facing 
slopes of The Ord

* Files of multiple exposures have been labelled using suffixes a, b, c etc
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